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VerisoundTM . Stay tuned.

· Verifying mechanical product quality

· Manual and automated testing modes

· Real-time results and production control integration

· Infinite test logs online

Acoustic Signature verification
3DSignals Verisound

TM



Test.  Verify.  Approve.

3DSignals VerisoundTM. Stay Tuned.

ACOUSTIC 
SIGNATURE

3DSignals Verisound
TM



What is 3DSignals VerisoundTM ?

3DSignals VerisoundTM captures acoustic signatures 
during End-Of- Line (EOL) testing to verify final product 
quality after complex, multi- staged manufacturing and 
assembly processes. 

ACOUSTIC 
SIGNATURE

An acoustic signature is a representation of the  
sound patterns that emanate from electro-mechanical 
components or machines during their operation. 

3DSignals VerisoundTM. Stay Tuned.



Where can you apply 
3DSignals VerisoundTM?

3DSignals VerisoundTM can be applied in any 
controlled EOL testing process for electro- 
mechanical processes or components such as 
bearings, motors, gearboxes, generators, pumps, 
valves, pistons, servos as well as fully integrated 
systems which include multiple components 
acting in concert such as home appliances, 
consumer electronics, HVAC and automotive.

A matching acoustic signature should emanate 
during various stages of the EOL test procedure. 
The validity of this signature can indicate the 
success of the production process and the health 
and quality of the final product. 

TURBINES

MOTORS

GEARBOXES

VALVESPISTONS GENERATORS

BEARINGSPUMPS

TEST ANY 
MACHINE
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Acoustic Sampling
3DSignals VerisoundTM  captures  
acoustic fingerprints for well-functioning 
machines during EOL testing. 

For example, a motor can be sampled 
at several different RPMs to generate 
signatures for several operating 
conditions. 

EOL Testing Integration 
Once test signatures have been collected, 
3DSignals VerisoundTM integrates as 
part of the EOL test procedure in either 
fully automated function where tests 
are performed and results delivered by 
programmable interface, or by manual 
testing where a QA tester collects 
samples manually and verifies results 
during EOL testing procedures.

Continuous learning 
All tests are stored by serial ID, logged 
and recorded so that if a product quality 
claim is filed after release, the acoustic 
samples collected during EOL testing for 
the faulty product can be reviewed to 
assist with forensics and to serve as “bad 
signatures” for improving the ability of 
3DSignals VerisoundTM to identify such 
faults in future tests.

AUTOMATIC  ACOUSTIC 
VERIFICATION

As easy as 1-2-3

3.2.1.
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Inspection sets
 Test 3000 RPM sig.       Test 1000 RPM sig.

  Test vibr. sig.      ...

Test results database
  Search test results by serial / Date-time

  Reports

Acoustic toolbox
 Power       Freq. Hist.      Peak      ...

  Signature Deep learning

THE 
TECHNOLOGY
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Production control integration
  Auto scrap via PLC      Alert       Log ERP



5  Times more sensitive than the human ear
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Ethernet connectivity 
PoE

Quad core ARM
On board capture and signal processing

Industrialized casing 
IP 66 certification

Ultrasonic sensor
20Hz-100Khz sampling capability

THE WORLD’S FIRST
Industrial-grade, airborne ultrasonic 
connected microphone
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INSPECTION 
SETS

Customize your  
inspection routine 

Build your customized verification workflow 
matching your EOL test procedure. Capture 
and verify several acoustic signatures to match 
different test modes. Test several RPMs, work-
modes and/or mechanical shake/vibration 
conditions each with its own dedicated signature 
comparison results.

The 3DSignals VerisoundTM dashboard can 
accommodate all your SKUs and their dedicated 
EOL test routines.
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INSPECTION 
REPORTS

Become efficient  
with result diagnostics 

Real time insights. With clear intuitive visualization 
of results and acoustic sample playback anywhere/
anytime you can diagnose and address production 
anomalies efficiently.

The 3DSignals VerisoundTM dashboard will alert and 
illuminate any anomaly and assist you in drilling 
down to the root cause. Fast.
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HISTORY 
LOG

Continuously improve  
your quality process 

The 3DSignals VerisoundTM dashboard can help you 
manage and respond to post production quality 
claims by improving your EOL test procedure and 
prevent recurrence.

Pull up past tests and acoustic signature recordings 
by timestamp or serial number and refine your 
signature database to identify future anomalies.

3DSignals VerisoundTM. Stay Tuned.



Stay tuned.

Verisound
TM . Stay tuned.

Your product already produces an acoustic signature
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